
Final day loss [posted 29/08/15] 

The Shawholm XI were again badly impacted - from an experience point of view - by 
widespread player unavailability today.  However, unlike last week, the impact even 

happened on match day, with Bredders being unfit to play for the Poloc side due to injury, 
and necessitating Abid being drafted in from the Shawholm XI.  Thanks, therefore, to Yash 

for stepping in to play at the eleventh hour.  To the game itself: in the field first, the home 

side's eventual 114 all out centred on the unbeaten innings of veteran Moses (42*), who was 
given decent support by Bain (23).  For the 'Holmboys there were braces of wickets for 

Uzzair, Amman and Roberto.  And in truth none of the bowlers took any "tap", as The Tryst 
XI took a full 40 overs to accumulate their score.  But, and it's an important "but", occupy the 

crease, and accumulate the runs, they did.  And therein lies the lesson.  114 doesn't sound 
much, but on a late August Saturday after a week of poor weather, that's a pretty defendable 

total.  

  
And so it proved, spectacularly so.  The Shawholm batters, as seven days previously against 

Anniesland, simply never got going.  They were skittled for just 46, as home bowlers Singh (6 
for 22) and Williamson (4 for 22) made hay even though the sun didn't shine!  Six batters 

clean bowled and a highest score of just 7 tell their own stories.  We guess that only Amaan 

(4*, batting at five) might be able to assert they weren't part of the carnage.  
  

So a disappointing last couple of games of the season, following that agonisingly tight loss to 
St. Ninian's that saw the chance of winning the league again slip through the side's 

fingertips.  But overall another decent league campaign, and certainly many more of the 
club's youngsters have been blooded in senior, 50-over, cricket which bodes well for their 

own individual, as well as the club's, cricketing futures.  Thanks, too, to Abhi' for some 

diligently skippering the side.  
  

Shawholm lose to Anniesland [posted 22/08/15] 
Now there's a headline you might not have predicted seeing after the demolition job done by 

the 'Holmboys over the New Anniesland side earlier this season.  However from the team that 

took to the ground back at the end of June, remarkably, only one - skipper Abhi' - was 
available for selection for the side this weekend!  Between holidays and work, and injury, the 

selectors had thin pickings as they selected today's XI.  However, and it's an important 
"however", the Shawholm XI applied themselves well today, despite slipping to an eventual 

comfortable defeat.  Abhi's side contained no fewer than five juniors, and when The Professor 
twisted his ankle pre-match the side was already hampered by having, in effect, just ten 
fielders.  In fact such was the injury that Usman couldn't bat come the second innings.  

  
The first innings saw Anniesland bat, and after a very slow start, and an even more painfully 

slow middle, they eventually upped their run-rate and - "supported" by the sledging of their 
own team-mates from the spectator benches - the batters started to rotate strike regularly 

and find the boundaries.  47 for 2 after fifteen overs became 78 at the halfway stage, before 

129 were added in the second 25 overs to see 207 for 8 posted.  For the Shawholm XI there 
were "3-fors" for both Uzzair and Shaan, with Abhi' getting the other two wickets to fall.  

Roberto's seven overs didn't bring him a wicket, but they only cost 23 runs, bizarrle including 
12 in wides!  In fact the wide count would be pretty high in both innings, the 'Holmboys' 24 

being more than matched by Anniesland's generosity in gifting a whopping 39!  

  
However even 39 runs in wides wasn't enough to see the Shawholm side pass their target of 

208, as wickets falling at fairly regular intervals, allied to a lower order collapse that saw 111 
for 3 become 129 for 9, ensured that chasing down Anniesland's 207 wasn't really ever 

seriously on the cards.  Uzzair added a top-scoring 26 with the bat to his "3-for", but Abhi' 
and Shaan couldn't follow up last week's heroics against Kirkstyle (when they put on 68 

together) and both recorded ducks.  In fact only Abdullah - on Saturday league debut - "got 

in" aside Uzzair, his 22 being nicely compiled before he was dismissed by Anniesland skipper 
Shields with a smart caught and bowled.  

  



Talk of the visiting skipper begs mention of his near continous sledging of his own batters in 

the first innings, clearly taking the view - with Majhu as Assistant Sledger - that Rao (39) and 
Afridi (60) were going along too slowly for their liking.  However after said batters' departures 

cricketing Karma decided to pay a visit to the policies as Messrs. Shields and Majhu came-
and-went from the middle in seven balls between them.  Did we just imagine seeing a smirk 

on Rao's and Afridi's faces.....    

  
Back to winning ways [posted 14/08/15] 

After last week's disappointment at losing at Prestwick when winning seemed much the more 
likely outcome, the Shawholm XI bounced straight back with a good home win over 

Kirkstyle.  However though the winning margin was 64 runs in the end, this doesn't really 
reflect the match.  At one stage batting first for example the Shawholm side were 31 for 3, 

their top three batters all back in the shed.  Or, later in the match with Kirkstyle chasing 172 

to win, they were moving along quite nicely and sat 84 for 3 in the 28th over.  So sometimes 
the final bare-bones scorecard doesn't really tell the whole story.  

  
From 31 for 3, the side's ability to post their eventual 171 for 7 owed much to the ability of 

the middle order to graft as it did to flowing stroke-play.  The Professor (19) and Amaan (21) 

were the first pair to dig in, and put on 23 for the fifth wicket.  Then Abhi' (30*) and Shaan 
(28*) put together an unbroken eighth-wcket partnership of 168 to see their side safely 

through to the innings break.  Kirkstyle's bowlers also didn't really help themselves in gifting 
26 runs in wides, and adding in the other types, extras - at 37 - was comfortably the highest 

contributor!  172 to win.  
  

Motassim and Abhi' opened for the Shawholm side, looking to defend their 171.  And it was 

Motassim who made the early breakthrough, re-arranging Johnstone's timbers.  3 for 1 then 
became 21 for 3 as Abhi' grabbed himself two early scalps too.  Weir and Dhaliwal both 

gone.  This brought Shah - who'd got a "5-for" in the first innings - and McLaren together.  
These two steadied the Kilmarnock ship and slowly started to accumulate runs.  They'd add 

63 before Beast enticed McLaren in to a false shot and took a simple caught and bowled to 

bring the fourth wicket, and see McLaren depart for 22.  Shah was next out - the key wicket - 
Amaan holding on to a decent catch at long-off.  Out for 33.  86 for 4.  But, with more than 

twenty overs left and only 85 needed, the visitors were far from oit of it. In fact they were 
very much "in it".  Until that is.....they collapsed.  84 for 3 became 107 all out as seven 

wickets fell for just 23 runs.  Credit the bowlers though, and some decent work in the field - 

two run outs, one each for CJ and Beast, and good grabs by Matt and Abhi'.  107 all out then, 
and - from a Kirkstyle point-of-view - criminally not using almost ten overs.  

  
A good bounce-back win then for the Shawholm boys, and good to see the middle order graft 

from a number of the batters that saw the full 50-over allocation used up.  
  

Defeat from the jaws of victory! [posted 08/08/15] 

Firstly, credit the St. Ninian's side, and their bowlers in particular, who held their collective 
nerve to pull off this 2-run win when it looked, for all the world, like a 'Holmboys' win would 

be the result of the top-of-the-table clash at the Henry Thow Oval.  But instead it turned in to 
just a third league defeat in as many seasons.  And it also leaves St. Ninian's top of the 

league with a two-game advantage over the Shawholm XI.  But lets' get back to the game 

itself.  Batting first, the home side had lost the experienced Lawler early on, nicking off to 
Stouty behind the wickets off Abhi's bowling.  But opening partner Carlyle wasn't so easily 

removed, and - after Egerton had departed cheaply too, bowled by Shankar - Rodger (56) 
and Carlyle (31) anchored the St. Ninian's innings.  After Carlye holed out to Rosco the 'card 

took on a binary look for a bit, until [Ed: and remember this reader] the tail wagged.  Haggo 
(18) at nine, and McCreath (10*) at ten added what would turn out to be invaluable late 

order and innings runs to see St. Ninian's post 167.  Abhi' had added two more scalps to his 

early dismissal of Lawler to finish with figures of 11.2-3-29-3, and Shaan returned 3 for 37 
from his eight overs.  Also impressing again was Ahmed-Raza, who took 2 for 11 in his six-

over spell.  



  

The second innings started steadily enough as the Shawholm XI run-chase got underway.  
Though Uzzair (10) and Rizwan (7) departed relatively cheaply, a good partnership between 

Shankar and Stouty developed.  Both got past 40, before the partnership was ended.  
Shankar (40) was caught and bowled by Rodger, and then, perhaps improbably, Stouty (49) 

went in the same manner,.....to the same bowler.  Rodger was having a MoTM day and 

would take a "5-for" to add to his 56 runs, but it was youngster McCreath who'd steal the 
show with the ball, rattling through the 'Holmboy lower middle-order and tail, after Amaan's 

cameo 26 was ended by McCreath.  Shaan, Roberto and Ahmed-Raza all didn't manage to 
trouble the scorers, and when Abhi' was out for 11 with just 3 needed for the win, the side 

had been bundled out for 165 and there was your 2-run defeat.  Agonisingly close, but no 
prizes for second-place in two-horse races!  

  

So St. Ninian's extend their lead at the top of the league and the Shawholm XI players are 
left to rue a missed opportunity.  And if the scorebook's correct (?) there's also a small matter 

of 25 being gifted in wides by the 'Holmboy bowlers, compared to just 3 by St. Ninian's.  
Hmmm.   

  

Back to winning ways [posted 25/07/15] 
The Shawholm boys got back into the winning habit at Glenpark today, beating their hosts by 

the convincing margin of nine wickets, chasing down 117 in just 13.5 overs.  LJ top-scored 
with 44, a knock that included seven 4s, and that rarest of things at Glenpark, a 6!  Good 

bunting Beast!  He was given good support at the top of the order by Rusty, who batted 
through for a sheriff's badge for 28.  With Russell when the finish line was crossed was 

Shankar, who - like his partner - banked a cheeky wee sheriff with 17 not out.  So all very 

regulation as regards the run-chase, Glenpark's young side struggling a bit to build any sort 
of dot-ball pressure.  

  
Contrast with the first innings when Glenpark had posted their 116.  This had taken all of 

35.5 overs, reflecting good bowling from virtually all of the seven bowlers used.  Well, maybe 

not actually, if you factor in that 34 of those 116 runs came in the form of wides!  [Ed: what's 
that all about people?]  LJ's performance was, like his batting on the day, the stand-out 

performance, taking 4 for 25, and dealing with Glenpark's middle order.  For the Greenock 
side, Godsman top-scored with 19, meaning that the only one getting their name in the 

'paper was W. Ide, with 34!  There's little else to add to the bare bones of this one, save to 

note that Rusty was wearing the big mitts, and to celebrate his returning to close-to-the-
batter-annoying-chat he pouched three catches!  "You never lose it!", as they say.  Next 

week the Shawholm side hosts Williamfield.  
  

Loss in Dumfries [posted 11/07/15] 
The Shawholm XI that travelled to Dumfries today to take on St. Michael's CC's Kingholm XI 

was as young and inexperienced a side as has been fielded in recent times.  Featuring five 

Under 15s, as well as a couple of other debutants in Joe and Shankar - keeping the side's 
unbeaten league record intact was always going to be tricky.  And so it proved.  Despite 

posting 178 all out batting first, the 'Holmboys eventually slipped to a five-wicket defeat.  
  

Their 178 had been built on a good partnership between Shankar (36) and Matt Stout (50), 

the latter top-scoring.  There were also bits-and-pieces knocks from a few other batters, 
three getting in to double figures but no-one else getting past 20.  In their attempted 

defence odf 178, Abhi' led from the front, taking a "4-for" opening the bowling with Aliyan.  
However missed opportunities would ultimately cost the side dear, not least those that 

allowed number four Butt to all-but score a century.  He was dismissed on 98, Shankar 
grabbing the only wicket of the five to go down that didn't appear in the skipper's bowling 

analysis.  But the damage had been done.  The home win was secured with plenty time to 

spare too, as a lack of depth in the Shawholm XI bowling caught up with the side.  The 
winninfinish line came with sixteen overs in hand.  Aside Abhi's "4-for", and Shankar's 1 for 

11 in his four overs, the other bowlers took a bit of tap.  



  

So defeat; only the second in three seasons.  But we reckon that, eventually, player 
unavailability would catch up with the side.  Today was the day.  Disappointing, yet still 

positives, not least competing with such a young and inexperienced side.  
  

Just.... [posted 27/06/15] 

The good parts of today's Shawholm XI win over The Tryst XI were that the sun shone, it 
was pleasantly warm, and until the tea break everything in the world seemed hunky-dory.  

The visitors to Shawholm had won the toss and elected to bat first on a wicket that'd been 
under the covers for the best part of two days.  And it played like it had too.  Batting wan't 

easy on a drying deck, that was more than a little bowler-friendly.  The Tryst batters had 
crawled their way to 129 all out batting first, with opener Williamson's top-scoring 31 from no 

fewer than 101 balls typifying the kind of application needed to make any kind of score.  And 

aside his knock only three other Tryst XI batters got in to double figures.  In fact it was 
extras - also in the 30s - that were angling for the "name in the paper" as 129 was eventually 

posted.  For the 'Holmboy bowlers there was a "3-for" for Beast, whilst Motassim's 8-4-16-0 
was brutally economical, as was The Professor's 2 for 15 in seven.  There was also an 

opportunity for young Amaan Ali to roll his arm over, returning more-than-acceptable figures 

of 5-0-13-2.  130 to win.  Straight-forward, surely? 
  

Well ordinarily maybe.  But today wouldn't turn out to be an ordinary day as Beast's tweet of 
the evening before that asserted that 400 runs might be scored by the side today looked like 

it had jinxed the batters.  43 for 3 didn't seem too alarming, with said Beast having been in-
and-out within two balls for a Webbed Feet Award entry blob.  However when the sixth 

wicket fell with the score on 77, things weren't looking quite so cheerful on the home 

benches.  In fact there was just the hint of a little distance between Beast and his team-
mates, as stories of that tweet started to circulate.  In fact so much so that Lewis decided it 

was safer out in the middle as one of the player-umpires!  So off he went.  And there he was, 
right in the middle [Ed: excuse the pun] of things, as 77 for 6 became 119 for 8.  Still 11 

needed, but now just two wickets in hand.  Noaman was in with Shaan, and with Motassim 

padded up and waiting, it looked like being a nervy ending.  The Tryst bowlers and fielders 
smelled blood, but amidst the expected flurry of appeals, and oohs and aahs, as batters were 

hit on the pads or played-and-missed, Noaman calmly accumulated the required remaining 
runs, winning it with a 4 off the first ball of the 30th over.  Phew.  A win, but just by two 

wickets.  And Master James's blushes saved..... 

  
Looking back on the second innings there had, in fact, been a few "starts" made.  Five 

batters in all got into double figures, with Amaan's 22 being an important knock from such a 
young player, coming in at number seven.  So some positives on an otherwise nervy day.  

  
Thumping win [posted 20/06/15] 

The Shawholm boys romped to a thumping win by over 200 runs today over at New 

Anniesland, beating their eponymous hosts comfortably.  Deciding to bat first the decision to 
have first use of the strip looked like a genius decision as Owais raced out of the traps.  And 

in a partnership with Flanners, Owais was part of a 126-run first wicket stand.  Flanners was 
first out - for a run-a-ball 31 - but Owais kept going, and he'd eventually reach his 100, 

before departing 1 run later.  Also in the runs were Irfan with 46, and Stouty with 84, with 

cameos from Rusty (24) and Motassim (28).  366 all out!  Now that's big!  
  

Chasing a mammoth total's never easy, and in all honesty Anniesland never really looked 
much like doing so.  However they didn't just "chuck it", eventually reaching 156.  Four or 

five batters got starts, however only Russell (26) and Settu (25) got past 20.  For the 
'Holmboys there were a brace of wickets each for Rusty and Matthew, with of the other four 

bowlers used getting one each too.  So a big win, and one that keeps the side right up the 

top of the league, and in contention.  Next week it's The Tryst XI.  
  

Western Cup exit [posted 16/06/15] 



The Shawholm boys exited the Western Cup at the semi-final stage for the second season in 

succession as they came up against a strong Whitehaugh XI in Paisley.  The final margin of 
seven wickets, and a run-chase completed with three overs to spare, maybe doesn't reflect 

how competitive the game was, but - in the end - the match return suggests that the home 
side were always in control of this one.  

  

After winning the toss, Abhi' elected to bat first, and Rosco and Irfan put on 21 for the first 
wicket, the latter departing for a typically breezy 17 (fourteen balls) that included four 4s.  

Rosco then added another 22 with Flanners before The Foreman was adjudged leg-before for 
10 off the bowling of Kelburne's South African "Overseas Amateur", Williams.  So it was a 

third partner for Ross, this time Huss - these two added the required impetus to the innings 
to enable a decent total to be posted.  And it wasn't until 90 was on the 'board that they 

were separated.  Rosco's was the third wicket to fall as he was cleaned up by Reivers' seamer 

MacLean.  At this stage - and with wickets in hand - incoming batters had licence to "get on 
with it", and Stouty (8 from seven), Beast (0) and Noaman (2) tried to just that, with Huss 
batting through for an unbeaten run-a-ball 31.  114 for 6 the final score - near enough a run-
a-ball, albeit not an IPL score [Ed: but then Whitehaugh isn't Eden Gardens!] 

  

In their run-chase, Whitehaugh opened with Morrow and Williams, and it was the South 
African who spear-headed the race to the finish line with 39 from just 23 deliveries, bunting 

two 4s and two 6s along the way.  After Morrow's early departure - 18 for 1 - Williams was 
joined by O'Connell, and he'd play the anchor role in the innings [Ed: the sliced white with 

Stork to Williams' garlic bread] batting through for 52*.  After Williams departed Bryson 
came-and-went quickly for 7, and so it was Campbell (11*) who was with O'Connell when the 

winning post was passed.  117 for 3 in exactly seventeen overs.  Motassim had a brace of 

wickets, including trapping Williams LBW, and none of the Shawholm bowlers aside maybe 
Beast had really taken much tap.  But in the end maybe 114 wasn't enough, and - certainly - 

Williams (4-0-15-2 and 39 from 23 balls) was the difference, producing an all-round and 
MoTM performance.  

  

Next up for the Shawholm boys is a trip to New Annieslans.  
  

Over-and-done-with in double-quick time [posted 13/06/15] 
It's not often the match report takes longer to compose than the its subject did to take place, 

but today's match at Scott Ellis Field between the Shawholm XI and Kirkstyle - and this report 

- might just be a case in point!  In summary: Kirkstyle won the toss, batted, were bowled out 
for 48, and the 'Holmboys rattled off the required runs inside twelve overs.  #Toffee indeed.  

Adding a bit more detail - but conscious that this report can't take longer to scribe that the 
game did to play out - let's go back and look at the first innings.  In fact, though 48 all out 

was the score, it didn't actually take as short a time to complete as you might expect dear 
reader.  31 for 3 was the score after fifteen overs to evidence this.  Aliyan and Abhi' had 

opened the bowling, and though they'd both bowled incredibly tight spells, only a wicket a-

piece had been taken.  It was just that Kirkstyle weren't scoring.  Then - suddenly - it was 39 
for 6, and the collapse was gathering pace.  And by over 27 the innings was effectively over, 

the Shawholm XI's hosts having only ten players meaning that "for 9" was really "all out".  48 
all out.  Two wickets each for Motassim, Noaman and Shaan.  

  

The run-chase - such that it existed - took under twelve overs, and though Irfan was cleaned 
up without troubling the scorers, Flanners (30*) and Stouty (15*) made light work of the 

task.  The win - by nine wickets - was comprehensive, the match had taken under 40 overs.  
  

Ease in to the semi's [posted 09/06/15] 
Abhi's Shawholm XI eased their way in to the semi-finals of the Western Cup for a second, 

consecutive, season with a very straight-forward win over near-neighbours Albert Park.  

Afterguessing wrongly at the toss, the home skipper Mohammed decided to bat first.  At 11 
for 5 however he might've asked himself whether this was the best decision.  Five of the top 

six home batters were "back in the hutch" and posting anything that could be defended 



looked unlikely.  However there would be late order resistance from Kazmi and Singh, the 

two getting in to double figures and chaperoning the rest of the Albert Park order to allow 60 
to be posted.  60 all out.  17.2 overs only had been used however, and so there was likely 

frustration that sixteen balls hadn't been used.  For the 'Holmboys Abhi' had led from the 
front with a "3-for", a feat matched by Motassim.  And Mushy - though going wicketless - 

bamboozled the home side with his leg-spin, returning the figures of 4-1-5-0 bowling first 

change.  In fact none of the bowlers really took any "tap" as the final score might have 
suggested.  61 to win. 

  
The second innings run-chase, though seeing three wickets lost, was fairly uneventful.  

Flanners (4) did go early, but a buntalicious 22 from Irfan - including a 6 and two 4s - 
removed whatever sting there might've been in the home bowling.  Stouty was the third 

batter out - in-and-out for 11 - leaving Huss and Beast to see their side home, and all inside 

eleven overs.  Straight-forward as we say therefore.  The draw for the semi-final is awaited.  
Let's hope the side can go at least one step further than last season and book themselves a 

final berth.  
  

Good win on the road [posted 30/05/15] 

The Shawholm XI's remarkable league form continued this afternoon up in Stirling with an 
ultimately comfortable win over hosts Williamfield.  Batting first after Abhi' won the toss, 

Rosco was immediately back in to his current fabulous vein of form.  He'd end up scoring the 
day's highest individual score - 71 - as, around him, top order wickets fell.  Irfan, Ross's 

opening partner, fell early on for just the single, and then Flanners (11) and Huss (8) came 
and went relatively cheaply.  Rosco wasn't pertubed however and continued on his merry 

way to 50, and then beyond.  He did get some support from Beast (28) Uzzair (16) and 

Aliyan (20) in the middle order, but when the last wicket fell the score board showed 183 all 
out.  Not a shoe-in that the side would win from there, and in particular without the ever-

reliable slow-bowling combo of Mushy and Hasseeb, neither of whom were available today.  
  

But no-one should've worried, with Beast stepping up to the plate to take on the wicket-

taking slow bowler's mantle, and getting a "3-for" into the bargain.  Noaman, like Beast, also 
took three Williamfield wickets as all bar Bowes (57) failed to get in to double figures.  And, 

had it not been for the Shawholm boys' generosity in gifting 30 runs in wides, the eventual 
home side total wouldn't have made it in to three figures.  But those wides were bowled, and 

with those extras, came Williamfield getting to 129 all out in the final analysis.  55 runs short 

of the target, and the 'Holmboys the victors, still unbeaten. 
  

And, as an alternative report on the win, here are Yash Singh's thoughts from the scorerbox: 
"Saturday saw the Shawholm XI face Stirling at New Williamsfield.  After the skipper, 

Abhishek, opted to bat first, man in form, Rosco, got the 'Loc off to a good start, scoring 
another half century to finish on 71. A few wickets down Uzair came in and helped steady the 

innings after a few quick wickets before Beast came in at the end to contribute a quick 

cameo.  Poloc finished on 183 all out.  Abhi' and Aliyan started very strongly in tearing apart 
the top order batsmen and heavily restricting the score, finishing their spells with 1-28 and 2-

34 respectively. The win never seemed out of sight and despite Bowes's best effort in 
notching 57, Noaman and Beast finished the job comfortably, taking two and three wickets 

respectively. Overall it was a comfortable win and a match well contested by both sides." 

  
Western Cup win [posted 26/05/15] 

The Shawholm XI hosted GHK's 1st XI in the Western Cup this evening on a bright, but still 
pretty chilly, night at Shawholm.  After the visiting skipper called wrong, Abhi' decided to 

have a bat first.  Opening for the side were the in-form combo of Rosco and Irfan.  However, 
for the first time really this season, it wouldn't be Irfan's night as he departed for just 4 with 

the total on 8.  Huss was in at three and he and Rosco hustled their way to a 50 partnership, 

taking the score on to 63 before being separated, Hassan being bowled by Butt for 17.  
Rosco was in the groove however, and scoring at more than a-run-a-ball.  With Rusty having 

come-and-gone relatively quickly at four, it was Beast that was with Ross as he passed 50 



himself, and for the second time in four days following Saturday's ton against Glenpark.  He'd 

eventually bat through the innings for an unbeaten 63 from 59 balls, with Lewis chipping in 
with 28* (21 balls).  The two had all but doubled the score in the last six-and-a-half overs, 

showing good acceleration towards the end and evidencing the value of someone being "in" 
in the final overs, and having wickets in hand.  127 for 3 then was the score, the target for 

GHK , 124.   

  
But the visitors from Old Anniesland never looked much like chasing down their target as they 

lost early wickets, both openers going first ball, and the side slipping to 15 for 3, then 26 for 
4.  A 41-run fifth wicket partnership did raise just the possibility of a fight-back, but when the 

fifth wicket came with the score on 67, this signalled a second collapse as 67 for 4 became 
83 for 8.  And 8 runs and two wickets later it was all over, the Shawholm boys had won by 36 

runs.  The wickets were shared around all six bowlers used, making the defence of 127 a real 

team effort.  The draw for the next round is awaited. 
  

Big total sets up win [posted 23/05/15] 
Rosco's ton in today's league match at home to the Glenpark XI would be the central plank in 

an imposing total - 288 for 4 - being racked up by the Shawholm XI, as they batted first after 

visiting skipper Chris' Hempsey lost the toss.  And Hempsey's day got worse soon after 
guessing wrong, an early-in-the-innings stop in the field seeing him break his "pinky" finger 

and have to leave the field.  By this point though it already looked like it might be a long day 
in the summer sunshine for the Glenparkers, Rosco and opening partner Irfan having quickly 

gotten in to their strides.  Irfan was his swashbuckling self, whilst Rosco was more carefully 
getting going.  59 from the first ten overs reflected the combo's positive start.  And, in fact, 

they'd put on a hundred partnership before Irfan was first out, caught by Singh off Stewart's 

bowling.  His 36 had come from just 44 deliveries.  His departure brought Huss to the middle 
but it'd not be his day as a running shambles saw him run out without troubling CJ in the 

scorebox.  107 for 2.  Stouty was in at four.  He and Rosco quickly got going, and their 
positive approach saw them add 66 for the third wicket, Stouty caught behind for 21.  His 

dismissal brought Rosco his fourth partner of the innings, in the shape of Beast.  And Lewis 

would be with Ross as he brought up his century.  Well batted.  12 runs later however and 
Rosco's impressive knock was over, Hempsey taking the catch to see him depart, off 

Peterson's bowling.  112 from just 144 balls.  Again, well batted.  His partnership with Beast 
of 57 was the third 50+ partnership he'd been involved in in the innings.  And Lewis would, 

himself, be involved his second 50 partnership, this time with Mushy, as 58 were added by 

this pair.  288 for 4.  Impressive. 
  

The Glenpark XI reply was spearheaded by Peter Hempsey and Flack.  The two veterans put 
on 43 for the first wicket, Hempsey departing off Motassim's bowling courtesy of a grab by 

the skipper.  But the first wicket didn't bring another, at least not immediately, as Flack and 
Mark Robertson added 31 for the second wicket.  And the second wicket, Robertson's, would 

see Mushy take the first of what would eventually be five for him.  In fact he ripped the heart 

out of the visitors' middle order, the Glenpark XI collapsing from 74 for 1 to 75 for 5.  And 
though 16 were put on for the sixth wicket this was only a temporary reprieve from the 

inevitable as the visitors stumbled their way to 114 all out.  Mushy had a "5-for" [Ed: and the 
match ball we understand!], and there was a brace for Huss.  But all the bowlers had done 

their jobs, with only really Flack (35) and Singh (25) - batting at seven - offering much 

resistance.  So a good win, the margin of victory being 174 runs.  
  
Back-to-back wins [posted 09/05/15] 
With the 'Loc's trip to Dumfries cancelled after overnight rain washed out chances of play at 

Kingholm, the Shawholm XI took centre-stage as the only eleven in action today.  Hosting St. 
Michael's Kingholm XI, the 'Holmboys were looking to extend their long-unbeaten league 

winning streak.  Skipper Abhi' was given the choice after the toss, and decide to have a bat.  

  
Flanners - back after injury - opened with Irfan, and the two put on 63 for the first wicket to 

give their side a decent base from which to try and post a big score.  However after both 



batters departed within 2 runs of each, and then Coya and Uzzi each departed cheaply, the 

said good start looked,....well.....less good.  79 for 4 then became 94 for 5 when Beast was 
the fifth batter to depart.  At this point the innings was likely in the balance.  Stiffy was, 

however, still in and, on his season's club debut, would continue to hold the innings 
together.  First with Noaman (12), then Mushy (21).  The partnership between Elliott and 

Mushy was particularly important, their seventh-wicket stand mustering 62 runs at a crucial 

moment.  Elliott went past 50 and looked set for a really big score.  However it wasn't to be 
and, instead, he departed for a crucial 63.  There were then a few additional runs added to 

the total by the tail, before - in the last over - Abhi' was dismissed to see 205 all out as the 
end-of-innings score.  In addition to Stiffy's 63, the other significant individual contribution 

was Irfan's 40.  For the visitors, Chris' Brockwell - parachuted in to the side after the 1st 
XI match was cancelled - was the pick of the bowlers, returning 13-5-22-3.  206 to win. 

  

The Kingholm XI reply started well for the side from the Borders, Brockwell and Fallas both 
going along nicely.  The latter, in particular, was punishing anything short or over-pitched, 

and the boundary rope was being crossed with some regularity.  But then, with the score on 
43, the breakthrough, Brockwell bowled by Abhi'.  12 runs later and the visitors were two 

down as dangerman Fallas departed for a brisk 35, another victim for the skipper, this time 

courtesy of a catch by Noaman.  Suddenly wickets were falling regularly: 55 for 2 became 89 
for 5, then 6.  94 for 7 then became 96 for 8.  A successful run-chase was now very much a 

long-shot, but there were still two scalps to take.  And to the Kingholm XI batters' credit, no-
one was giving away their wicket.  As it was however, the final two wickets did fall, and when 

Mushy held on to a decent chance to get rid of Woodhouse for 4, it was all over, the 
Kingholm XI 116 all out and a win by 89 runs.  

  

A good run out for the side then, in what turned out to be pretty decent sunny weather - 
bright, if not actually warm! Next up it's the Marress XI away.  

  
Opening day win for the 'Holmboys [posted 02/05/14] 

The Shawholm XI started the defence of their back-to-back league championships with a 

comfortable win today over in Newlands against local rivals Albert Park.  After dismissing the 
home side for just 93 - after home skipper Gibson had elected to bat first on a challenging 

surface - the Shawholm boys then romped home, two-down, reaching their target in just 
sixteen overs.  In the run-chase Irfan bunted a quick-fire, near run-a-ball 37 - that included a 

couple of maximums over "cow corner" - and Uzzi (27*) and Stouty Snr. (16*) recorded 

sheriffs.  Aside Irfan who was dismissed by Sabir courtesy of a simple catch by Zafar, the 
other wicket to fall saw Uzzair caught by the same fielder, in the same position, with Afzal the 

bowler in his case.  
  

The target of just 94 to win was set after a decent bowling performance, albeit one that still 
saw 24 wides bowled!  Up top Motassim (5-0-18-2) and Aliyan (7-4-6-3) tore the heart out of 

their hosts' top-order as the Albert Park XI slumped to 19 for 5.  However a decent 

partnership of 23 between Mohammed and Gibson steadied the home ship a little, before a 
further seventh-wicket partnership between Gibson and McIntyre of 38 looked like it was 

going to see a three-figure total amassed.  However the last three Albert Park wickets fell 
cheaply, and the side collapsed from 80 for 6 to 93 all out, with eleven overs unused.  In 

addition to Motassim's and Aliyan's wicket-hauls, there were a brace of wickets each for Beast 
and Crazy Horse. 
  

So a good win first up in north of chilly conditions, wrapped up in good time to allow all the 
players to do the same,.....get wrapped up!  #brrrrr 

 


